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Without Awesome

With Awesome

Try it! http://demo.platoniq.net/processes/awesome/f/154/proposals/new
Workshop: Open Spaces Methodologies and Tools

The workshop offers an agile and practical approach to digital methodologies and tools to involve local... (read more)
Without Awesome

Non-existent! :O

With Awesome

Try it: https://openspaces.platoniq.net/
Auto-saving forms

Without Awesome

* Required fields are marked with an asterisk

1. Select your school: *
   - 2 Gymnasio Geraka
   - Escola Secundária Paços de Ferreira
   - Escola Viroi
   - Valmieras Pargujas sakumskola

2. Type your answer:
   If you feel more comfortable using your own language instead of English, there is no problem (fortunately we have online translators that make communication easier)

By participating you accept its Terms of Service

Your answer will be anonymous and will only be used for learning and reflection during the BePart training. If you are comfortable, you will be able to share your response with the group in the online workshop.

Submit
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Would you like to try it? Contact us! :)

bepart.platoniq.net

This page is asking you to confirm that you want to leave — information you've entered may not be saved.
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